
RULES FOR TOBERMORY TRIP 2018 
 
 
1. Each student will belong to a group of 4 or 5 students who will be responsible for making their own                     
arrangements for tents. 
 
2. Each student will stay in and sleep in their own group's tent. 
 
3. Each student will abide by the time indications given on the itinerary. 
  
4. No student will leave the group campsite after dark. 
 
5. Each student will abide by the curfew given them. 
 
6. When hiking, each member of the group will stay with the group at ALL times. 
 
7. Each student will abide by standard school rules while on the trip. 
 
8. Each student will abide by the rules of the Bruce Peninsula National Park, which are as follows: 
 
              a) Wild animals are attracted to aromatic smells and garbage. PLEASE KEEP YOUR SITE             

CLEAN AND FREE OF GARBAGE AT ALL TIMES.  
b) When you are not cooking or eating, please keep all food in your vehicles. NEVER               

TAKE FOOD INTO YOUR TENTS! Wild animals, such as racoons and skunks are             
attracted to human food and garbage. It is illegal to feed animals in a National Park. 

              c) Please use the fire pit provided for your campfire. SCAVENGING FOR FIREWOOD IS             
PROHIBITED.  

d) Everything in a National Park is protected. This includes plants, animals, fossils, rocks,              
dead wood, etc.  Protect it and respect it! 

e) There is a small washroom facility with cold running water on every group site as well as                 
a drinking fountain. 

f) The use of soap and detergents within 30 metres of open water is prohibited. They               
contribute to nutrient loading into the lakes and this changes the natural balance of the               
lake environment and affects wildlife in the area. 

g) Please respect others who are enjoying the beauty of the Park. NO EXCESSIVE NOISE              
is allowed at any time! 

 
9. Each student will recognize that failure to comply with these rules and/or acts of inappropriate                
behaviour WILL result in their parents being called to come to Tobermory to pick up their son or                  
daughter to be brought home. 
 
 
Signature of parent: ______________________________ 
 
Signature of student: _____________________________ 


